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 Abstract—    Radix-4 technique is most employed technique to reduce the power consumption and delay when compared to all other 

techniques in which we use the booth recoding table for obtaining partial products thus it can be used in a MAC unit. By using carry 

select adder the partial products are added. By using this RTL coding for 8×8 and 16×16 32×32 using multiplication with modified 

booth technique and the MAC units for 8×8 16×16, 32×32 the Simulation is performed in ModelSim. Pipelining is implemented with two 

cycles to improve the speed of the MAC Unit. The synthesis carried in (Cadence) rc and area, delay, power report are obtained.  
 

Index Terms— Radix-4 multiplication, neg3 addition, 2 cycle pipelining. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Multiplier is the important block in almost all the arithmetic logic units. These multipliers are mostly used in the    fields of the 

Digital Signal Processing (DSP), Fast Fourier Transform, convolution, filtering and microprocessor applications. Since multiplier 

is the main component and hence a high speed and area efficient multiplier is needed to achieve this one of the finest technique is 

by using Radix -4 encoding. 

Radix-4 MBE is mostly used because it reduces total number of partial product rows to half while maintaining the generation 

of each partial product row fast. If „n‟ is the total number of bits in multiplier, radix-4 MBE technique reduces these partial 

product rows by “ +1”.By using the proposed technique we are making that “ +1” partial products to “ ” By adding neg3 at the 

top of the first partial product row. 
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Figure 1. Gate-level diagram for partial product generation using MBE 

(a) MBE signals generation.(b) Partial product generation  

     The MBE signal generation unit is called as encoding technique, partial product generation technique is called as a decoding 

scheme after obtaining the partial products we should add them to add it we are using the carry select adder module[2].  After 

summing of all the partial products we can get the desired output by adding the vectors in which we can use the Modified carry 

select adder to increase the speed of operation and to reduce the power consumption [1]. Modified booth algorithm consumes less 

power when compared to other type of multiplication algorithms because of using Modified sqrt carry select adder circuit by 
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replacing the ripple carry adder circuit by BEC Unit which inbuilt reduce the power consumption as an incremental  unit .By 

applying pipelining the delay gets further reduced. 

 

       x7   x6   x5   x4   x3   x2   x1   x0

*     y7   y6   y5   y4   y3   y2   y1   y0   

                                 pp80 pp80 pp80 pp70 pp60 pp50 pp40 pp30 pp20 pp10 pp00

                           1    pp81 pp71 pp61 pp51 pp41 pp31 pp21 pp11  pp01                  neg0

             1    pp82 pp72 pp62 pp52 pp42 pp32 pp22 pp12   pp02                   neg1

1 pp83  pp73   pp63 pp53 pp43 pp33 pp23 pp13 pp03        neg2

                                                           neg3 
 

Figure  2. Sign extension prevention measure on the partial product array of a 8×8 radix-4 MBE multiplier[2]. 

 
      x7   x6   x5   x4   x3   x2   x1   x0

*     y7   y6   y5   y4   y3   y2   y1   y0  

                                              pp80 pp70 pp60 pp50  pp40 pp30 pp20 pp10 pp00

                                        1     1          neg3 

                          1    pp81 pp71 pp61 pp51 pp41 pp31   pp21 pp11  pp01                  neg0

             1    pp82 pp72 pp62 pp52 pp42 pp32 pp22 pp12     pp02                   neg1

1 pp83  pp73   pp63 pp53 pp43 pp33 pp23 pp13 pp03         neg2

      
 

Figure 3. Idea for reducing the partial product array[2]. 

The main idea to reduce the power consumption is by using reduction of partial product array. Thus speed and power can be 

improved by using these neg3 bit to add at the top of the first partial product row[3]. 
          x7   x6   x5   x4   x3   x2   x1   x0

     *   y7   y6   y5   y4   y3   y2   y1   y0  

                                 qq90 qq90 qq80 qq70 qq60 pp50 pp40 pp30 pp20 pp10 pp00

                           1    pp81 pp71 pp61 pp51 pp41 pp31 pp21 pp11  pp01                  neg0

             1    pp82 pp72 pp62 pp52 pp42 pp32 pp22 pp12   pp02                   neg1

1 pp83  pp73   pp63 pp53 pp43 pp33 pp23 pp13 pp03        neg2

                                                            
Figure 4. Resultant rows after incorporating the idea 
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Figure 5.  The method for adding the last Neg bit in the first row[2] 

II. ADDING THE PARTIAL PRODUCTS  USING CARRY SELECT ADDER 

Normal carry select adder 

In this carry select adder circuit we are using the two ripple carry adder blocks parallel in which it is having more power 

consumption because of more hardware circuitry. Here in this carry select adder circuit we are replacing the normal ripple adder 

block with Binary to excess one converter. In which the binary to excess one module consists of adding one to ripple result which 

reduces the no of gates so the power consumption decreases, and speed increases to high level. 

By using this in partial products addition the results are better optimized with respect to power and delay when compared with 

other type of adders. The reduced gates can be shown in the form of equations as 

 

eo=~bo 

e1=bo^b1 

e2=b2^ (bo&b1) 

e3=b3^ (bo&b1&b2) 

cx=(b0&b1&b2&b3) 
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The above expressions we get it from K-Map[1] 

 

Modified sqrt carry select adder 
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Figure 6. Modified sqrt carry select adder[1] 

III. BASIC  MAC  UNIT 

In this MAC Unit we are generating the products and adding them using a accumulator register to store the values by using 

clock. Example of MAC Expression  AB+CD+EF which can be obtained from Fig 7 with pipelined architecture. Whenever 

pipelining is employed the critical path gets reduced and throughput of the architecture gets improved which inbuilt increase the 

speed. Pipelining is implemented in two clock cycles, Whenever pipelining is implemented using an extra register the speed gets 

increased but there is a change in power constraints also[4]. By increasing the speed of the unit there is little bit increase in power 

constraints. 
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Figure 7.  MAC Architecture 

 

     The  2-cycle MAC Unit is having a critical path which goes through the PP unit and the final adder a pipeline register is placed 

before accumulator by copying into temporary register which  has no impact on functionality. By using the pipelining, our MAC 

unit gives the correct output in each clock cycle, and no extra clock pulses to be added at the end of the loop. By incorporating 

several guarding bits, making longer devices feasible without making any overflow considerations.  So the use of guarding bits in 

a technique where the accumulated is send back to the PP‟s input, which would most certainly have a negative impact on 

hardware circuitry which makes architecture complex to solve the issues regarding guard bits. Thus pipelining provides increase 

in fastness of the device by 28% with a slight increase of power consumption, whenever we attempt for 3 cycles then power 

consumption increase to maximum level in order to minimize it the two cycle configuration is better employed in the MAC 

architecture. 
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The neg3 method addition gives better results when compared to other multiplication techniques which give less delay 

consumption when compared with modified booth algorithm, but this delay is more than Vedic, array multiplication techniques 

but better than baugh wooley multiplication [6]. So in order to improve the speed pipelining is implemented so that MAC Unit 

operates with high throughput but little bit increase with power consumption, because the increase in power consumption doesn‟t 

affect the performance because modified booth multiplication takes minimum power consumption next to baugh wooley 

multiplication. So by implementing pipelining the increase in power consumption is very less when compared to all other MAC 

Units [7]. 

 

 
                                                             Figure 8. MAC  without pipelining 

 

Multiplication type Delay(ns) Power(nW) 

Modified Booth 8 X8 3.4 59603.93 

Negi method 8 X8 3.04 59923.47 

Modified Booth 16X16 6.85 96555.376 

Negi method  16X16 6.37 107752.864 

Modified Booth 32X32 13.74 154572.45 

Negi method 32X32 12.64 155572.81 

a. Comparison of Power, Delay in  multiplication 

 

 

Figure 9.MAC with pipelining 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

b. Comparison of Power, Delay in and MAC Unit 

V. CONCLUSION 

           The Pipelined MAC Unit gives lesser delay when compared to all other MAC Units and reasonable  power consumption 

because the negi method of Modified Booth multiplier gives less power consumption when compared to other multiplication 

algorithms since Modified carry  select adder is used for adding the partial products. so by applying the pipelining the delay also 

gets reduced and shows better performance. 

MAC Unit Delay ns Area (No of cells) Total Power (nW) 

without pipelining 8X8 3.846 463 100754.93 

With pipelining 8X8 2.724 496 126787.14 

without pipelining 16X16 8.245 1381 227687.57 

with pipelining 16 X16  5.934 1674 264625.41 

without pipelining 32X32 17.09 2904 585123.87 

with pipelining 32X32 12.68 3211 665923.45 
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